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Greetings,  For some reason, I have probably spent more time thinking about this presentation and less time actually “preparing”, than any presentation I have given in a long time, and I give a lot of presentations. I was struggling with what I wanted to say; So, I am going to simply follow the program and give the briefest of summaries of recent, major City of Calgary environmental initiatives from the Planning DepartmentThen give some examples of how this is affecting our heritage work and finally I am going to try to tell you why this presentation was a challenge for me.
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Like many other jurisdictions, the City of Calgary has been taking steps to become a more sustainable community.  From our wind powered Light Rail System, to our Green Office initiative and our major planning and transportation plans, Calgary has joined the move to a greener future.
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City of Calgary – Triple Bottom Line Policy

Purpose:

To advance Council’s vision to “create and sustain a vibrant, 
healthy, safe and caring community”…

Policy

Incorporate sustainable development principles by 
considering and addressing the social, economic, 
environmental and smart growth impacts of all its 
decisions…

Approved 2003

HERITAGE CANADA FOUNDATION - 2009

Presenter
Presentation Notes
One of the first steps The City of Calgary took was to officially adopt has an Triple Bottom Line Policy that underlies our sustainability efforts.This is An approach to decision-making that considersEconomicSocial  andEnvironmental  IssuesIn aComprehensiveSystematic, andIntegrated wayThe Triple Bottom Line is a decision-making, planning and reporting framework that is  an import tool for achieving sustainable development and has been identified by Council as a key means for moving toward their vision.Every report to City Council has to account for the social, economic and environmental implications of any administration recommendations.  Integrated Community Sustainability Planning adds the forth pillar of culture to the Triple Bottom Line.  In our system, culture in incorporated into the social pillar.  But many of us would prefer to make culture more explicit.
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Just after the TBL policy was created, magineCALGARY began.This was a City led, community owned initiative to create a 100 year vision for a sustainable Calgary and 30 year targets and strategies toward the vision.  December of 2004, Calgary City Council approved $2.26 million as a budget for imagineCALGARY.  It launched in January 2005 with the goal of producing a 100-year vision for Calgary based on what today’s Calgarians want their city to look like. Over 18,000 Calgarians added their voice to imagineCALGARY, making this the largest community visioning process of its kind anywhere in the world!The City of Calgary committed to aligning its key plans to the 100 year vision.  The next and perhaps most important  phase of imagineCALGARY was/is Planit Calgary, an integrated land use and mobility plan – that is - planning and transportation dealt with in one plan – WHAT A CONCEPT.
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Plan It Calgary  
A comprehensive, integrated review of the Municipal 

Development Plan 

and 

The Calgary Transportation Plan

Presenter
Presentation Notes
That integrated Land Use and Transportation Plan has been branded as Plan It – What is It?		Plan It Calgary is a process of engagement between The City and citizens to develop a long-term growth and development plan for the city’s land use and transportation networks.Since 2007, thousands of Calgarians  participated in developing the plan. The goal is to determine the best way to provide sustainable growth that supports the economic, environmental and social needs of all citizens. 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Key Directions for PlanIt

1. Achieve a balance of growth between established 
and greenfield communities.

2. Provide more choice within complete communities.
3. Direct land use change within a framework of nodes 

and corridors.
4. Link land use and transit decisions.
5. Increase mobility choices.
6. Develop a Primary Transit Network.
7. Create complete streets.
8. Optimize infrastructure.

Presenter
Presentation Notes
In  November 2008 Council approved these key directions as the basis for the new Municipal Development PlanIn November 2008, the City Council adopted the Key Directions for Planit Calgary:The Key directions for Land Use and Mobility are:      Achieve a balance of growth between established and greenfield communities     Provide more choice within complete communities     Direct land use change within a framework of nodes and corridors     Link land use decisions and transit decisions     Increase mobility choices      Develop a primary transit network      Create complete streets     Optimize infrastructure
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Draft Municipal Development Plan
What’s Different? Changes from 1998 MDP 

• Clear sustainability mandate
• Integrated land use and transportation plan
• New provincial and regional context 
• Areas for strategic intensification (nodes and 

corridors)
• Complete communities
• Urban design
• Green Infrastructure
• Framework for growth and change 
• Indicators and targets
• Steps to implementation

Presenter
Presentation Notes
This slide highlights some of the key differences in the new Plan from the existing.In November 2008, the City Council adopted the Key Directions for Planit Calgary:The Key directions for Land Use and Mobility are:      Achieve a balance of growth between established and greenfield communities     Provide more choice within complete communities     Direct land use change within a framework of nodes and corridors     Link land use decisions to transit Increase mobility choices      Develop a primary transit network Create complete streets     Optimize infrastructure
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WHAT NOW?�Plan It has resulted in two plans, which were presented at a special public hearing of City Council on June 23, 2009.The plans are:Municipal Development Plan (MDP)  – details on land use and growth policiesCalgary Transportation Plan (CTP)  – policies and actions to create a sustainable transportation systemOn September 28, 2009, Plan It Calgary will return to Council with a supplementary report on the proposed amendments submitted by members of Council at that June Public Hearing- over 100 proposed amendments.What will happen next Monday?- hard to say – too close to call
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“You can never be cynical enough”
Larry

Presenter
Presentation Notes
Now – the reality check! Most plans have unintended consequences and PlanIt is no exception.How is this affecting my work as Heritage Planner?There may now be significantly stronger policy to support historic preservation at the Municipal Plan levelMore focus on increasing energy performance of historic structures- Emphasis on increased density - everywhereI am going to show three very brief examplesPublic Building – Energy upgradesSunalta ARP/TOD- densification
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BEYOND THE BUZZ – HERITAGE AND SUSTAINABILITY

Triple Bottom Line and Historic Preservation

ENVIRONMENTAL

Presenter
Presentation Notes
This is the City-owned Calgary Public Building – Designed in 1919 – Built in 1930-31Currently undergoing a rehabilitation/energy upgradePlan called for LEED Platinum but we didn’t get the $75 million needed – only $25 millionThe building has some inherent green qualitiesNATURAL LIGHTU-shaped planDifferent sizes – allow maximum intake, large at ground where there is less light, smaller higher up where there is more lightDifferent Ceiling Heights – higher at ground level, lower higher upSkylights – on top floor and lower down in “u”Transom windows on interior walls – allow light into hallways (sometimes even bathrooms)Original Window constructed of old-growth material, can be maintained foreverVENTILITATIONHot water radiators, no mechanical coolingMinimum heating in corridors, stairwells, washrooms etc.Large, operable windows, transom windows on officesTrue double hung can open top and bottom to improve air flowAll materials and labour are Canadian
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BEYOND THE BUZZ – HERITAGE AND SUSTAINABILITY

Triple Bottom Line and Historic Preservation

ENVIRONMENTAL

Presenter
Presentation Notes
Last year administration put together a plan to rehabilitate the Public Building to achieve LEED Platinum – for $75 millionOnly had the $25 phase one approved for basic building upgrades and to significantly improve energy performance.Focus in on upgrading HVAC/electrical/plumbing1 floor being “restored” as representative exampleBuilding envelope being upgraded
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T.O.D 

Transit Oriented 
Development?

Or

Threats to Older Districts?

Presenter
Presentation Notes
Sunalta StoreySunalta ARP Summer student didn’t have a project – Alexa Rowse, did neighbourhood SOS now forms basis of major ARP amendmentsSpent more time engaging the neighbourhoodIncorporated density transfer
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The Gulliver Syndrome

Presenter
Presentation Notes
I think these images can speak for themselves.We generally think this is bad but I just got back from Mexico City and saw many examples of similar situations.  Unless an area is being managed as a Heritage District – I think this may be inevitable and perhaps something we have to accept.
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Conference Program Questions:

Older neighbourhoods and districts have been 
recognized as inherently sustainable from a cultural and 
to a lesser extent, economic perspective.

But from a green perspective, do they measure up? 

Do traditional neighbourhoods have all the answers or do 
they also need to adapt? 

Presenter
Presentation Notes
I can answer these questions easily – I don’t’ know.Now, I must admit I too have jumped on the SMART GROWTH bandwagon as justification for historic preservation
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Climate change. Green building. Economic 
renewal. Older buildings have answers for the 
biggest questions of our generation.

Heritage Canada 2009 Conference Website

Presenter
Presentation Notes
Now – why was this presentation a challenge?I am leery of jumping on another bandwagon – I’ve been on the main street, economic development, genius locii, tourism and landmarks not landfill bandwagon.  We don’t really know if heritage buildings and communities are “greener” than others.  Of course they are in some ways, but in others they aren’t.Our geodemographers have shown that Calgary’s historic neighbourhoods have no more population density that our newest neigbourhoods.  The 1950s house I grew up in had 8 people living in it – today it has 3.We know that old buildings contain significant embodied energy – but their operation isn’t as energy efficient as new buildings.  Old buildings leak air and old pipes leak water.  I don’t want to be caught overselling the green benefit of old buildins.After thinking about this conference theme I have determined that I am not going to jump bandwagons this time.  I have decided that my response to heritage and the environmental crisis is to simply refocus on heritage and do my job to safeguard heritage value.  Of course I will use the “green” argument for historic preservation when I can but I have going to keep my eye on the prize, stay the course and refocus on why I do what I do.There will inevitably be pressures as a result of our environmental crisis, however, if we stick to principles, we can’t go wrong.
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